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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter presents the conclusion and provides the suggestion concerning on

analysis of the teacher’s struggle in increasing students' academic and sports

achievement in ‘Coach Carter’ movie.

A. Conclusion

From the result of the study, the researcher found that there are five

forms of struggle found in Coach Carter's movie, namely subjective perception,

self-consistent, social interest, style of life, and creative power. This form of

struggle is the result of the main character's many acts being grouped to reach

the stated aims he has defined utilizing Alfred Adler's personality theory. In

the end, the main character's struggle had a good result, namely an increase in

his team's academic and sports achievements. The study believes that while

pursuing goodness is difficult, consistency and commitment in each process

can help to help pave the way to success. These goals are not impossible to

achieve if the teacher has strong determination and focused aims.
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B. Suggestion

Based on the results of the data obtained, the researcher formulated

several suggestions for teachers, students (especially majoring in English), and

future researchers.

For the teachers, this study offers teachers different ways for increasing

student academic and sports achievements. Teachers can use the methods with

their students to achieve the goal.

For the students (especially majoring in English), this research can help

students learn how the teacher struggle depicted in the film Coach Carter is a

real-life example. This study might also serve as a reminder to students that

studying hard would never destroy their lives; rather, it will help them in

achieving their goals. In summary, pupils are required to be pleasant to earn

the highest achievement in school. Furthermore, by reading or even

comprehending this study, they will realize that knowledge does not only

come from school but also can come from the movie as one example of media.

For the future researcher, this study can be a reference for who is

interested to analyze a movie that contains an education theme with teacher’s

struggle as the topic which analyzed from a movie.
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